
Session One
The Power That Is You, Part One
 1. Introduction to Session One
 2. The most important challenge of our time
 3. All life breathes together
 4. Your soul as the engine of creation
 5. Keep yourself vertical as a vessel of light
 6. Life is about the management of power
 7. Operating at the speed of truth
 8. Moving into deeper mystical waters

Session Two
The Power That Is You, Part Two
 9. Introduction to Session Two
 10. Caroline’s Teresa experience
 11. Entering the soul through prayer
 12. We are creatures of law
 13. Becoming deliberately irrational in  
  service to spirit
 14. Your search for self is a path to the soul
 15. The difference between the speed of soul  
  and events
 16. Opening the door to mystical life

Session Three
Holy Language and Words of Power, Part One
 17. Introduction to Session Three
 18. Only the language of the soul is holy
 19. Learning to manage the energy of creation  
  within us
 20. The organic mystical journey of our time
 21. We are the engines of our global predicament
 22. Recognizing our inner divinity
 23. Understanding miracle speed, soul power,  
  and the alliance of heaven
 24. Every word is an act of creation
 25. Having enough faith to love unafraid

Session Four
Holy Language and Words of Power, Part Two
 26. Introduction to Session Four
 27. Faith and trust are natural companions
 28. Faith is built one choice at a time
 29. Crossing the Rubicon of faith
 30. Rethinking your understanding of  
  God as love
 31. Faith, trust, love, hope as a field of grace
 32. Having a sacred trust with God
 33. Charism: The unique grace that is you

Session Five
Prayer: The Ultimate Holy Language
 34. Introduction to Session Five
 35. The portal of love
 36. Unpacking the theology of entitlement
 37. The role of prayer and the law of balance
 38. Handling a heavy-duty relationship  
  with God
 39. The nature of the spiritual journey is a  
  quest for truth
 40. The object of prayer is enlightenment
 41. From fear to faith and holy listening
 42. Truth requires all the faith you have

Session Six
Living an Ordinary Mystical Life
 43. Introduction to Session Six
 44. You are changing from within
 45. Every choice is a negotiation of power
 46. Why people are afraid to pray
 47. A rising tide lifts all ships
 48. Holy guidance never disempowers you
 49. Start praying as if heaven’s next to you
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